Abstract. The external control of Saturn kilometric radiation (SKR) by the solar wind has been investigated in the frame of the Linear Prediction Theory (LPT). The LPT establishes a linear filter function on the basis of correlations between input signals, i.e. time profiles for solar wind parameters, and output signals, i.e. time profiles for SKR intensity. Three different experiments onboard the Cassini spacecraft (RPWS, MAG and CAPS) yield appropriate data sets for compiling the various input and output signals. The time period investigated ranges from DOY 202 to 326, 2004 and is only limited due to limited availability of CAPS plasma data for the solar wind. During this time Cassini was positioned mainly on the morning side on its orbit around Saturn at low southern latitudes. Four basic solar wind quantities have been found to exert a clear influence on the SKR intensity profile. These quantities are: the solar wind bulk velocity, the solar wind ram pressure, the magnetic field strength of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the y-component of the IMF. All four inputs exhibit nearly the same level of efficiency for the linear prediction indicating that all four inputs are possible drivers for triggering SKR. Furthermore, they act at completely different lag times ranging from ∼13 h for the ram pressure to ∼52 h for the bulk velocity. The lag time for the magnetic field strength is usually beyond ∼40 h and the lag time for the y-component of the magnetic field is located around 30 h. Considering that all four solar wind quantities are interrelated in a corotating interaction region, only the influence of the ram pressure seems to be of reasonable relevance. An increase in ram pressure causes a substantial compression of Saturn's magnetosphere leading to tail collapse, injection of hot plasma from the tail into the outer magnetosphere and finally to an intensification of auroral dynamics and SKR emission. So, after the onset of magnetospheric Correspondence to: U. Taubenschuss (ulrich.taubenschuss@oeaw.ac.at) compression at least ∼1.2 rotations of the planet elapse until intensified SKR emission is visible in a Cassini-RPWS dynamic spectrum.
Introduction
Before the launch of the Cassini spacecraft, the knowledge of Saturn's radio emitting properties was based on data gained by the Voyager 1 and 2 missions (Warwick et al., 1981 (Warwick et al., , 1982 and by the Ulysses spacecraft (Lecacheux et al., 1997) .
The Saturn kilometric radiation (SKR) was detected for the first time when Voyager 1 was approaching Saturn in 1980 (Kaiser et al., 1980) . This nonthermal radio emission usually occurs in the frequency range 3 kHz−1.2 MHz with a broad peak in flux density between 100−400 kHz (Kaiser et al., 1984) . The maximum flux density is at 3140 U. Taubenschuss et al.: SKR-SW linear prediction studies of planetary radio waves on the basis of a kinetic instability driven by a loss cone distribution for electron velocities.
The source regions of SKR are located in high magnetic northern and southern latitudes along auroral magnetic field lines. They are centered with respect to 13:00 LT near the noon meridian of Saturn above 80 • latitude. On the morning side between 08:00-09:00 LT possible source regions range down to 60 • latitude and on the evening side at 19:00 LT sources down to 75 • are possible (Galopeau et al., 1995) . UV observations of bright aurora phenomena performed with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) confirm the presence of energetic auroral electrons in the morning-to-noon sector (Trauger et al., 1998) . Furthermore, HST observations show a nearly continuous UV auroral oval around the magnetic pole justifying the existence of SKR emission emitted from the nightside of Saturn as reported recently by Farrell et al. (2005) .
Correlation studies between variations of the solar wind and SKR emission were published by Desch (1982) for the first time. He found clear correlations between the solar wind ram pressure ρ v 2 (mass density ρ, bulk velocity v) and SKR intensity in Voyager 1 and 2 data sets. A further indication of the strong dependence of SKR activity on the solar wind was found by Desch (1983) . He detected a total disappearance of SKR during times when Saturn was moving through distant filaments of Jupiter's magnetotail and was thus shielded from the solar wind. Later on, Rucker (1983, 1985) improved those correlation studies using the superposed epoch method and a compilation of various solar wind quantities. They came to the conclusion that besides the ram pressure the solar wind momentum (ρ v) and the kinetic energy (ρ v 3 ) are also significant drivers for triggering SKR. The highest correlation coefficients have been found at zero lag time with a time resolution of 10.66 h, i.e. data have been integrated over one full rotation period of Saturn. The interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and its components revealed no clear correlation with SKR which may be due to the fact that solar wind measurements were performed up to 1.6 AU ahead of Saturn and had to be ballistically propagated to the point of the planet thereby ignoring hydrodynamic interactions of high-and low-speed streams inside the solar wind.
The solar wind exerts its external control not only on SKR generation but also on Saturn's aurorae as investigated recently by Clarke et al. (2005) and Crary et al. (2005) . New Cassini data in combination with ground-based and HST observations related Saturn's radio emission phenomena to detailed auroral structures (Kurth et al., 2005a) .
The present paper re-analyses the external control of SKR by the solar wind with the application of the Linear Prediction Theory, outlined in Sect. 2. The data used as input and output time series are described in Sect. 3. The results are presented in Sect. 4 and the final Sect. 5 comprises the discussion and conclusion.
Basics of the Linear Prediction Theory
The Linear Prediction Theory (LPT) was developed by the American mathematician N. Wiener (Wiener, 1949) , at first for continuous time series, and later on adapted by Levinson (1949) to discrete time series. The main aim of the LPT is to predict a function Y , called output signal, by convolving a filter function f with another function X, called the input signal. For the discrete case the convolution equation looks like the following:
A certain value Y t of the output is calculated by multiplying the filter coefficients f s with a sample of input data X t−s and then summing these weighted input data. If X t and Y t are time series representations then index t indicates a certain time and index s indicates the temporal shift or lag. A summation using only positive s-indices (s=0, . . . , M−1) is called the causal part of the filtering because only input data from the past are considered. Negative s-indices (s= −m, . . . , −1) contribute to the acausal part of the filtering which causes a physical conflict because it calculates output data taking input data from the future, i.e. an effect would precede the cause. Nevertheless, it could become important to calculate the acausal part too, especially for explaining strong filter reactions around lag position zero or to test the significance of a causal relationship. The LPT works exclusively with a non-recursive filter as outlined in Eq. (1) and furthermore, the filter has to be linear and time invariant. Additionally, the time series used must be sampled from a stochastic process and the time series must be stationary.
The Linear Prediction Theory is usually applied on the condition that the input signal X t and the measured output signal Z t are known by means of corresponding measurements and that the filter coefficients f s have to be calculated. The measured output is named Z t in order to distinguish it from the calculated output Y t . The filter f s must be constituted such that Y t becomes the best possible representation of Z t as far as their linear relationship is concerned. So, the mean-square-error between Z t and Y t has to be minimized. Stressing the convolution equation in combination with the statistical criteria of least squares fitting makes a calculation of the filter coefficients possible. The relationships between input, outputs and filter are sketched in Fig. 1 .
The procedure for calculating the filter coefficients of a single-channel filter is presented in the Appendix. As a last step, the filter coefficients together with the input X t have to be inserted into the convolution equation (1) to get the calculated output signal Y t .
A parameter for quantifying the degree of fit between the calculated output Y t and the measured output Z t , i.e. the performance of the linear prediction, is the efficiency defined as
σ 2 z is the variance of Z t and σ 2 r is the variance of the residual time series (Z t −Y t ). An efficiency of +100% means that all variations of the measured output Z t are reproduced by the variations of the calculated output Y t . On the other hand, a negative value for eff indicates that Y t does not reproduce the variations of Z t and hence the prediction of the output Z t by the input X t is wrong. Moreover, the efficiency can be investigated as a function of the temporal shift parameter s. Therefore, the output Y t has to be calculated with a successively increasing maximum shift. The filtering process is said to be completed if an additional extension of the filter does not raise the efficiency any more.
Finally, some further important remarks on the LPT are given. It is important that the signals which are applied to the LPT analysis contain the same number of discrete data points and exhibit the same time resolution. Thus, the signals must comprise the same time period. Furthermore, the maximum allowed number of discrete shifts, i.e. (M+m), is limited to 15% of the overall number N of data points (Taubenheim, 1969; Schönwiese, 1985) .
An exact representation of the measured output Z t by the calculated output Y t is only possible if the summation in Eq. (1) is performed from negative infinity to positive infinity and if the relation is strictly linear and time invariant. These conditions can hardly be fulfilled by real measured signals and one has to accept the fact that only a certain level of efficiency lower than 100% will be achieved. So, the disadvantage of the LPT is the fact that it ignores relations having higher moments of the investigated process. Moreover, a filter is only valid for the time period selected for the calculations. On the other hand, it simplifies the analysis as a first approximation by assuming a linear system. Even if the relation between the input and output is not strictly linear, the Linear Prediction Theory will calculate the best possible linear relation.
The scenario described above using one measured input and one measured output is called single-channel system. As an extension, a so-called multi-channel system operates with more than one input and output. If the LPT is carried out in multi-channel mode, all signals will be processed collectively, thereby not ignoring relations among the individual signals. The computation of the filter coefficients follows the same concept as outlined in the appendix for the single-channel system except that cross-correlation and auto-correlation coefficients have to be arranged in tensors of higher dimension. (Gurnett et al., 2004) , the Dual Technique Magnetometer (MAG) and the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) (Young et al., 2004) . SKR intensity profiles are established using data from the RPWS experiment. One important point is that these profiles use only SKR emissions. SKR emissions can be clearly identified in a dynamic spectrum regarding the frequency range and the polarization characteristics. SKR usually occurs in the frequency range 3−1200 kHz and exhibits a high degree of circular polarization (nearly 100%). The polarization of measured radio waves was determined by applying the Direction-Finding algorithm for a 3-axis stabilized spacecraft using a direct inversion . The Direction-Finding analysis yields not only the full polarization information of the received radio waves, i.e. the Stokes parameters, but also eliminates the influence of intensity variations which are due to a changing orientation of the antenna system with regard to the direction of the radio source. Figure 2 demonstrates the results of the DirectionFinding computations as far as the polarization is concerned. As can be seen, the dominant polarization sense of SKR is left-handed (LH) which corresponds well to the fact that Cassini was positioned at low southern latitudes (lat≈−17 • , r≈150 R s (1 R s = 60 268 km), LT≈5.6 h) during the consid- coordinate frame. The CAPS-experiment provides plasma parameters like the solar wind bulk velocity, proton density and proton temperature.
Magnetic field and plasma measurements can be combined into several other quantities describing the physical state of the solar wind and yielding additional input signals for the LPT computations.
The solar wind quantities investigated in the frame of the LPT are:
-the solar wind bulk velocity v, the ram pressure ρ v 2 and the proton temperature T p (Desch and Rucker, 1983) -the parameters B 2 v (dynamo energy flux) and B v 2 (correlates well with AKR at Earth; Gallagher and D'Angelo, 1981) -the parameter B z v 2 describing the erosion of planetary magnetic field lines -the reconnection voltage =v B T L 0 cos 4 (θ/2) describing the voltage along the reconnection line for dayside magnetopause reconnection between Saturn's magnetic field and the IMF (Jackman et al., 2004) . The IMF magnetic field vector and the magnetic dipole axis of Saturn have to be rotated into a coordinate frame whose yz-plane is oriented perpendicular to the direction of v. The magnetic axis is assumed to be coaligned (within ∼1 • ) with Saturn's spin axis. Then the angle θ is a polar angle for B T (B 2 T =B 2 y +B 2 z ) counted from Saturn's magnetic North Pole. The quantity v B T refers to the motional electric field in the planet's rest frame (v⊥B T ). L 0 is a factor for the dimension of the magnetospheric cross-section (L 0 ≈10 R s ; 1 R s =60 268 km). An integration of over time yields the rate of open flux production.
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-the Akasofu-parameter ε=B 2 v L 2 0 cos 4 (θ/2) (Akasofu, 1978) and the modified Akasofu-parameter ε mod =B 2 T (v/ρ) 1/3 cos 4 (θ/2) (Vasyliunas et al., 1982) . The quantities B T , L 0 and θ have the same meaning as discussed for the reconnection voltage.
-and the quantity Q=
describing the probability that a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurs at the dayside magnetopause initiating an increased flow of charged particles into the Saturn auroral regions (Galopeau et al., 1995) (index 1 refers to parameters in the magnetosheath just outside the magnetosphere and index 2 refers to parameters inside the magnetosphere of Saturn)
The solar wind momentum (ρ v) and the kinetic energy (ρ v 3 ) have not been investigated explicitly. The corresponding time profiles look very similar to the time profile of the ram pressure if centered around the mean and normalized to standard deviation units as performed during the LPT computations. Variations of the density seem to be definitely more dominant than variations of the bulk velocity.
Results
The total time period for which data are available is limited to the period DOY 202−326, 2004 due to limited availability of CAPS plasma data because the CAPS instrument was not always pointed properly to view the solar wind ions. During DOY 297−311, 2004 Cassini was positioned inside Saturn's magnetosphere and no measurements for the solar wind could have been performed. Large data gaps (>1 day) in the CAPS data occurring after DOY 260 cannot be represented satisfactorily by interpolated values and thus the period DOY 260−326 had to be rejected. In the following, the results of the LPT computations found for the time period DOY 224−240, 2004 will be presented showing an evident triggering effect of the solar wind on SKR. According to the statistical criteria of the LPT, a period of 16 days allows for performing a maximum shift in time of 57.6 h (15%) which corresponds to 5.4 rotations of Saturn. The period DOY 224−240, 2004 was selected because it is centered around two clear peaks in the SKR intensity profile occurring on DOY 233.0 and DOY 233.5 as can be seen in Fig. 3b . The intensity profile was established by integrating SKR intensities present in the RPWS dynamic spectrum (shown in Fig. 3a) , averaging the profile to a time resolution of 20 min and normalizing intensities to a distance of 1 AU to Saturn. Rapid fluctuations are removed from the profiles by applying a low-pass cos 2 -filter with a length of 5 h in time domain. The time period displayed in the previous Fig. 2 was selected such that this region of intensified SKR emission is provided.
In Fig. 3b many small ⊥-symbols plotted directly below the SKR intensity profile indicate minima which are caused by the rotation of Saturn. Neighboring ⊥-symbols are separated by 10.75 h, i.e. the present radio rotation period for Saturn according to Gurnett et al. (2005) . In Fig. 3c profiles for the solar wind ram pressure P ram (solid line) and the solar wind bulk velocity v bulk (dotted line) are displayed. In Fig. 3d the profiles for the magnetic field strength B (solid line) and the y-component B y (dotted line) of the IMF in KSM-coordinates are shown. KSM denotes "Kronocentric Solar Magnetospheric" and is similar to the GSM system used for Earth. The X-axis points from Saturn to the sun, i.e. it is aligned with the local time 12:00 direction. The Y-axis is perpendicular to the plane stretched by the X-axis and the rotation axis of Saturn (Y = ×X). The Z-axis completes the right-handed coordinate system. Saturn's rotation axis and magnetic dipole axis differ by <1 • , so the KSM coordinate system can also be related to Saturn's magnetic field. Finally, Fig. 3e presents the profile of the dayside magnetopause reconnection voltage . For the sake of clarity additional profiles for the other input signals listed above in Sect. 3 are not included.
A strong increase of both the bulk velocity (around DOY 231.5) and the ram pressure (peak at DOY 232.9) indicates the arrival of an interplanetary shock at Saturn. Shocks are generated by high-speed plasma flows escaping from coronal holes and overtaking slower moving solar wind plasma. The resulting compression of plasma is followed by several days of rarefaction during which the solar wind speed continuously falls. If such a characteristic pattern of the interplanetary medium is repeated for several successive rotations of the sun, it is called "corotating interaction region" (CIR) (Tsurutani et al., 1982; Gosling, 1996) . Since the interplanetary magnetic field is frozen into the plasma B is also enhanced in a compression region. The profile for the B y -component reveals that the CIR includes a heliospheric current sheet (HCS)-crossing around DOY 232.5 when B y changes its sign from negative to positive. This corresponds to a change in the orientation of the tangential component of the IMF from a towards-configuration to an away-configuration with regard to the position of the sun. The reconnection voltage generally undulates below 100 kV with a peak of 138 kV. During the period DOY 224−233, i.e. a few days before the strong intensification of SKR, low values for of a few tens of kV are due to low values of B T and a mainly southward oriented IMF (θ >90 • ). The rate of open flux production accumulated during these 9 days is about 11 GWb (Gigaweber) which is less than the typical amount of open flux in Saturn's tail (∼35 GWb) deduced from HST aurora observations (Jackman et al., 2004) .
In the following, the efficiency functions for the various input signals, i.e. the efficiency as a function of the temporal shift between input and output, will be presented as the key result of the LPT computations (see Eq. 2). The efficiency reveals the characteristics of the linear filter found by the LPT algorithm. First, it was found that using the time derivative of an input quantity or the absolute value of the input's time derivative yields a smoother efficiency function than using the original input. For illustration, Fig. 4 displays the efficiency functions for the ram pressure and B y in combination with the integrated SKR intensity as output signal, respectively. If the time derivative of the input is used, the input is flagged with an additional δ-symbol. An efficiency function for the absolute time derivative of the input is flagged with abs(δ ).
The solid line in Fig. 4a belongs to the efficiency of the ram pressure without performing any derivative. Strong fluctuations at small lag times including also negative values are obvious. Negative values indicate that the prediction of SKR intensity by the ram pressure is wrong for these small lag times. Between 12−13 h lag time the efficiency function exhibits a significant increase. This implies that at this temporal shift the influence of variations from the input on variations of the output is a maximum and that this temporal shift may be interpreted as the temporal lag required for the input to trigger the output. Furthermore, the efficiency function levels off at a constant plateau level after 14 h lag time. This means that introducing larger shifts between input and output does not raise the efficiency anymore, so, the filtering between input and output is completed after a lag time of 14 h. Figure 4a also includes efficiency functions for the time derivative (dotted line) and the absolute value of the time derivative (dashed line) of the ram pressure. One recognizes that the efficiency function for δP ram increases smoothly until the maximum temporal shift of 57.6 h is reached. No significant increase and no constant plateau level is visible indicating a bad linear prediction. For abs(δP ram ) the situation is different. The corresponding efficiency function shows a steep increase between 10−12 h lag time, i.e. ∼2 h earlier than for the normal input. Fluctuations in the efficiency function of abs(δP ram ) are weaker than in P ram making a characteristic lag time easier to identify.
In Fig. 4b the efficiency functions for B y and its derivatives are displayed. Again, abs(δB y ) (dashed line) reveals a smoother efficiency function than B y (solid line) and a constant plateau level is achieved at ∼26 h lag time. The efficiency function for δB y (dotted line) also suggests a completed filter after 26 h. The efficiency function for the normal input quantity B y starts to level off about 2 h later, i.e. after ∼28 h. So, as demonstrated with P ram and B y in Fig. 4 , a better efficiency function is obtained by taking the time derivative or the absolute value of the time derivative of the respective input quantity. A good linear prediction is expressed by an efficiency function exhibiting a steep increase at a certain lag time and a subsequent constant plateau level. The higher the plateau level, the better the linear prediction. Plateau levels below 30% are classified as insignificant predictions.
Such insignificant or not well-defined predictions are obtained for the following input parameters: the solar wind proton temperature, the magnetic components B x and B z , the modified Akasofu-parameter, the reconnection voltage and the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability quantity. The corresponding efficiency functions are displayed in Figs. 5a and 5b. The efficiency functions for B x (solid line) and B z (dotted line) are settled at low levels and exhibit no significant increase. Taking the time derivatives or absolute time derivatives does not improve the result. For the proton temperature the time derivative δT p smoothes strong fluctuations in the efficiency function if compared to the original T p , but a constant plateau level is not achieved (see dashed line in Fig. 5a ). This does not exclude the possibility that a significant influence of T p on SKR may be found at larger lag times beyond 57.6 h. The efficiency function for the KHinstability quantity Q (dashed-dotted line in Fig. 5b ) reveals a poor prediction with efficiencies below 20%. Even taking the time derivative or absolute value of the time derivative of Q does not improve the result. In comparison to the modified Akasofu-parameter ε mod (dotted line), the normal Akasofuparameter ε (solid line) yields better results exhibiting a clear plateau level of 47% after ∼45 h lag time. The efficiency function for the reconnection voltage (dashed line) shows a similar behavior as the efficiency function of ε mod because both quantities are dominated by variations of B T and the polar angle θ.
Another characteristic found was that if the bulk velocity and the magnetic field are mixed, e.g. in B 2 v, B v 2 or B z v 2 , then v seems to be of minor influence. Consequently, the efficiencies of B 2 v, B v 2 and B z v 2 are nearly the same as for B or B z alone. The same is true if v is mixed with the density ρ. As mentioned at the end of Sect. 3, the profiles for ρ v, ρ v 2 and ρ v 3 look very similar thus yielding similar efficiency functions. Finally, four characteristic input signals are left yielding the best results as far as the linear prediction of SKR is concerned. These four input quantities are the ram pressure P ram , the bulk velocity v, the magnetic field strength B and the y-component B y of the IMF given in KSM-coordinates. The respective efficiency functions for the time derivative or the absolute value of the time derivative are summarized in Fig. 6 . Moreover, Fig. 6 includes the efficiency if all four input signals are processed together in a multi-channel filter (solid line).
It can clearly be seen that the efficiency functions for the absolute time derivative of P ram and v and for the time derivative of B y exhibit a significant increase in efficiency at certain temporal shifts. Together with δB all four efficiency functions level off at a constant plateau level. The characteristic lag times are ∼(12+1) h for P ram , ∼(51+1) h for v, ∼(43+1) h for B and ∼(26+1) h for B y . The additional lag time (+1) h indicates that a characteristic solar wind structure arrives about 1 h earlier at the dayside magnetopause than at Cassini. This is due to the position of Cassini on its orbit around Saturn and causes an additional acausal shift for the LPT computations which has to be removed. The position of the dayside magnetopause of Saturn was calculated on the basis of ram pressure data in combination with the magnetopause model of Slavin et al. (1985) . During the time period DOY 224−240, 2004 Cassini was positioned mainly on the morning side around 06:00 LT. So, e.g. for the ram pressure, it can be concluded that the physical processes involved to transform an increase in ram pressure into an increase in SKR intensity require about 13 h as observed by the Cassini spacecraft.
As mentioned before, the efficiency functions for all four input quantities achieve a plateau level at 55%−60% efficiency, so, all four input quantities seem to trigger SKR to the same degree of probability. Fig. 7 . Efficiency functions for the absolute time derivative of the ram pressure abs(δP ram ) using six different output signals: total SKR intensity integrated over the whole frequency range (solid line), mean intensity (dotted), intensity integrated from 300−1200 kHz (short dashes), frequency bandwidth (dash-dot), upper SKR frequency limit (dash-dot-dot-dot) and lower SKR frequency limit (long dashes).
The solid line in Fig. 6 represents the efficiency function if all 4 inputs are mixed in a multi-channel filter. As can be seen, the efficiency function climbs up to very high values above 80% but it does not level off at a constant plateau. So, investigating the external control of SKR in the frame of a multi-channel filter does not seem to improve the result.
So far, the input signals have been transformed into their respective derivatives to enhance the quality of the linear prediction. SKR intensity integrated over the whole frequency range was used as output signal. The following five manipulations of the output signal have been tested to check if the results for the efficiency functions can be further enhanced by -using a mean SKR intensity instead of the integrated total intensity across the whole frequency range -skipping the lower frequency range by integrating intensities just from 300−1200 kHz -using the SKR frequency bandwidth f as output -using the SKR maximum frequency f max as output -using the SKR minimum frequency f min as output. The resulting efficiency functions for these five manipulations using abs(δP ram ) as input signal are displayed in Fig. 7 . If compared to the total SKR intensity taken as input signal (solid line) an integration of intensities just from 300−1200 kHz (short dashes) raises the efficiency function about 10% but fluctuations are a little bit stronger and the increase in efficiency around 11 h lag time is less distinct. Taking a mean intensity as output signal lowers the efficiency level significantly (dotted line). If the SKR frequency bandwidth (dash-dot) is used for output nearly the same result is obtained as taking the upper frequency limit (dash-dot-dotdot). The lower frequency limit shows the worst results with efficiencies < 20% (long dashes).
These modifications of the output signal have also been executed using v, B and B y as inputs. The respective transformations of the efficiency functions for the different outputs show the same behavior as for the ram pressure displayed in Fig. 7 . Another test performed was using the time derivative or absolute value of the time derivative not only for the inputs but also for the output. No improvements for the linear filter are obtained if these derivatives are applied to the SKR intensity profile both in combination with plasma quantities and magnetic field quantities.
Summary and discussion
The Linear Prediction Theory has been applied to Cassini data to investigate the external control of SKR by the solar wind. The results can be summarized as follows:
-Taking the time derivative of an input quantity or the absolute value of its time derivative enhances the efficiency function significantly. Characteristic lag times become more distinct and fluctuations of plateau levels are suppressed enabling a better interpretation. It seems that variations of a solar wind input are more important than magnitude values for predicting the SKR intensity profile.
-Four basic input signals (P ram , v, B and B y ) have been found to trigger SKR with nearly the same efficiency but at completely different lag times. These lag times and efficiency levels are: P ram → (∼13 h, 55%), v→ (∼52 h, 55%), B→ (∼44 h, 60%) and B y → (∼27 h, 53%). For the two quantities B and B y it may be said that the efficiency functions are more distinct if a stable sector structure for the IMF is present for several days, i.e. if the interplanetary magnetic field is structured in a CIR pattern. If the shapes of all four efficiency functions are compared to each other, one realizes that the ram pressure exerts the most significant influence on SKR at a certain lag time. Since P ram is interrelated with v, B and B y in a CIR compression region it is not surprising that also the latter yield similar results for the LPT computations. The important role of the ram pressure for the enhancement of SKR activity will be discussed below on the basis of a model proposed by Cowley et al. (2005) .
-Mixing of P ram , v, B and B y in the frame of a multichannel filter does not enhance the result since included variations and lag times are too different to complement each other. The efficiency function for the multi-channel computations achieves very high values (∼ 85%) but it does not level off at a constant plateau level before the maximum temporal shift of 57.6 h is reached.
-The components B x and B z of the IMF are poor quantities for explaining the external control of SKR. The efficiency functions are either low (≤25%) or the filtering does not seem to be completed until the maximum lag time is reached. This does not exclude the possibility that a significant influence of B x or B z on SKR may be found at greater lag times beyond 57 h.
-The Akasofu-parameter yields a quite good linear prediction (∼46 h lag time, 47% efficiency) which is, however, less significant than results found for the ram pressure. The modified Akasofu-parameter and the reconnection voltage exhibit much poorer correlations with the SKR intensity profile. It seems that the event of prominent SKR intensification occurring around DOY 233, 2004 is not a result of enhanced substorm activity initiated by an increased production of open flux in the frame of dayside magnetopause reconnection. As mentioned above, the predominantly orientation of the IMF is from north to south during several days before DOY 233 thus providing unfavorable conditions for dayside magnetopause reconnection. The maximum of the IMF magnetic field strength does not exceed 1.1 nT.
-The proton temperature and the instability quantity for the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability also yield poor results as far as the linear prediction of SKR is concerned. In the following a short comment on the profile of the KH-instability quantity Q is given. One discrete value of the Q-profile was obtained by searching for the maximum of Q along the dayside magnetopause at a discrete time. So, the obtained profile is actually a Q max -profile assuming that the position of Q max at the dayside magnetopause can be magnetically linked to the true SKR source region near Saturn. If the magnetic field lines which are penetrating the SKR source region refer to another magnetopause position different from the Q max -position then another Q must be considered for the profile. A more detailed study on the basis of Direction-Finding for deriving the correct longitude of the source position would be required resulting in a different profile for Q. Therefore, Cassini must be positioned sufficiently close to the planet because DirectionFinding has an inaccuracy for the SKR source position in the order of 1 • −2 • . So, taking the Q max -quantity directly as input for the linear prediction studies seems to be an insufficient approach in this respect.
-For the output, an intensity profile integrated over frequency seems to be the best choice. As modified output signals a mean intensity, the upper frequency limit of SKR, the lower frequency limit and the frequency bandwidth have also been tested. These modifications for the output yield lower efficiencies. Especially for the outputs concerning the frequency limits, characteristic lag times are shifted to higher values. Furthermore, it was found that the efficiency function for the integrated intensity profile can be raised further if the integration is just performed from 300−1200 kHz thereby skipping intensity fluctuations which are caused by variations of the lower frequency limit. Thus, these variations seem to be rather due to an internal process, e.g. the rotation of the planet in combination with the specific beaming of SKR, than to an external influence from the solar wind. So, the integrated SKR intensity profile must be handled with care because it represents SKR activity which was beamed towards a distant observer, i.e. Cassini, located at a specific position around Saturn. This measured profile can by no means represent SKR activity for all possible source regions which are stimulated by the solar wind. Furthermore, slight changes in the longitude or latitude of the source region together with the hollow-cone-shaped beaming structure can cause huge intensity variations seen by a quasi-fixed distant observer . According to the model of Cowley et al. (2005) intensified auroral and SKR emissions are caused by a compression of Saturn's magnetosphere as a response to an increased solar wind ram pressure in a CIR compression region. A compression of Saturn's magnetosphere causes reconnection in open tail lobes due to an enhancement of current densities in the nightside plasma sheet and associated instability configurations. As a consequence, a substantial fraction of preexisting open flux is closed (∼20 GWb) during several hours leading to injection of hot plasma into the outer magnetosphere of the nightside polar cap. Newly closed flux tubes are then subcorotated with 50%−80% of rigid corotation from the midnight sector over the dawn sector towards noon due to ionospheric torque. This picture coincides well with HST observations of Saturn's auroral structures. About 10 h after the onset of the magnetospheric compression bright auroras in the dawn sector have been observed . Moreover, hot plasma flows in connection with a substantial enhancement of auroral emissions have been detected by Mitchell et al. (2005) and Bunce et al. (2005) . The ∼13 h lag time found for the ram pressure thus includes the time required to close a substantial amount of open flux after the onset of magnetospheric compression and to subcorotate an activated SKR source region to the dawn or noon sector from where the radiation is beamed towards the Cassini spacecraft.
Appendix A Derivation of the filter coefficients for a single-channel filter
First, the used time series (input X t and measured output Z t ) must be centered around their respective means and they must be normalized to standard deviation units to ensure that variations and amplitude values of different time series become directly comparable. Centered and normalized time series are indicated by a ∼-sign, e.g.X t , in order to distinguish them from the original data. The error between the measured outputZ t and the calculated outputỸ t is simply defined as Minimizing means that the derivation of I after the filter coefficients f s must be set equal to zero. A total of (M+m) filter coefficients results in (M+m) derivations and hence in a system of (M+m) normal equations according to The index v indicates the index s for which the derivation is currently performed. One recognizes that the first sum over t is the definition of the cross-correlation coefficient between Z t and X t for a certain temporal shift v. All (M+m) crosscorrelation coefficients as a function of the temporal shift parameter v can be summarized in a vector named G v . Similarly, the second sum over t in Eq. (A4) represents a vector R v storing all (M+m) auto-correlation coefficients of X t for a constant s. If the sum over s is incorporated, the second term on the left side of Eq. (A4) can be written in matrix notation as 
R vs becomes a square matrix storing all auto-correlation coefficients of X t as a function of the shift parameters v (v= −m, . . . , M−1; row index) and s (s= −m, . . . , M−1; column index). R vs fulfills the characteristics of a Toeplitz matrix (Press et al., 1986) which simplifies its computation. So, Eq. (A4) can be written in matrix notation as
The solution of this matrix equation yields a vector storing the filter coefficients according to
The computation of the filter coefficients can be summarized as follows: -calculate the cross-correlation coefficients between the measured input X t and the measured output Z t as a function of the temporal shift and arrange these coefficients in a vector G v -calculate the auto-correlation coefficients for the input X t as a function of the temporal shift and arrange these coefficients in a matrix R vs (Toeplitz matrix)
-insert G v and R vs into Eq. (A7) and compute the filter coefficients f s .
